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Another attitude may be based on a false idea. The man had lots of faith

that his wife was coming back, but it didn't make his life happy. (5 1/2)

But the idea may be wrong. We may be sure that something will

happen, or that something is true, but if we are basing this upon a falsehood it will in

the end do us no good. It must be something different from this.

Toward the d of the World War, there was a large undergrourd eg organized

in Poland. Many individuals had been gathering amun1ton whenever they could do it,

in any way they could, and hiding it, expecting to make a great uprising against the

Germans and to free their country, free the country which had been held in subjection

to the Germans for several years. The time came when word reached them that the Russian

Army had covered a substantial portion of Poland and was only a short distance away from

General ? 11
Warsaw. Now the leader of the underground/gave the signal . Now we should revolt.

A sudden uprising on the part of all the underground would make it easy for the Russians

to come through and the Russians would give them hlp o that their uprising would succeed

Alas, their faith was wrongly based. It was true/ that the Russian army was near but the

Russians did not desire to help to secure a free Poland, they wanted a Communist Poland.

The Russian Army was near but it did nothing. It just stood still. The western allies

did their best to help the Polish uprising. They dropped supplies, food and' ammunition

to them by parachute, but this was very difficult because the western army was far

away and their planes had to go clear across Germany in order to get any help to the

Polish fighters. The tpt= faith in the rescue, in outside help that General (7 3/4)

and his associates had was misplaced. The insurrection completely failed. The Germans

entirely wiped out the Polish underground. After t1s was over, they were gone, then the

Russian army/marched forward and took the rest of Poland and had that many less conserva

tives to figure with against, to deal with in eventually making a Communist Poland.

Here was faith and they acted ore' the faith, but the faith was misplaced. These

instances of false faith show us what true faith is. True faith is not just an idea or
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